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I. OVERVIEW

II. REPLAY

(Tyler Hague)

III. CALIBRATIONS

i. E/p

(Mike Nycz)

ii. VDC

(Tong Su)
Each arm of the HRS has a pair of Vertical Drift Cham-

bers(VDCs) to determine the particle trajectory at the
focal plane. The algorithm to reconstruct the trajectory
is that the VDCs measure the drift time from the fire
point to the sense wires directly and then a perpendicu-
lar distance can be calculated from the drift time. From
those distances, the positron of the fire point can be de-
termined by a linear fit. The straight line fitting from the
fire points can be treated as the particle track. Timing
information is recorded by common-stop mode Time-to-
Digital Converters(TDCs) and a typical TDC spectrum
of a wire plane is shown in the Fig 1 and three different
regions are labelled in this spectrum

1. Region A: In this region, the fire point is relatively
far from the sense fire and the probability to detect
a particle is low

2. Region B: The events in these area correspond to
the area in the wire plane with a uniform electric
field, so the probability to detect a particle is uni-
form

3. Region C: The fire position for these events are very
close to the sense wire and the electric field from
this area is going to change to radial shape and the
probability to detect a particle is going to increase
in this area and since the distance from the fire
point to the sense wire has a minimum limit so the
right side of this area has a sharp slope.

Since different wire connect to the different TDC Chan-
nel and each individual TDC channel has different time
offset, the VDC calibration goal is to find out the tim-
ing offset for every TDC Channel and align the timing
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FIG. 1: Raw TDC spectrum for u1 wire plane
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FIG. 2: Corrected TDC spectrum for the 4 wire plane after
calibration

information in the same way. Usually the reference time
is chosen at the sharp slope position of Region C(t0) as
shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2 shows the offset corrected time
at four wire planes after calibration.
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iii. BPM

BPM Calibration

The Beam Position Monitors(BPMs) consist of four
antennas that since the field produced by the beam trav-
eling through beam line. These four wires can measure
the Beam’s position in a rotated frame (u/v) compared
to the nominal Hall Coordinate system (x/y). These
rotated positions are then transformed into the correct
frame via a calibration procedure.

The BPM calibration procedure uses a technique called
a Bull’s eye scan to match the absolute position of the
beam in the Hall’s frame measured from a Harp. The
harps are an intrusive way to measure the beam’s abso-
lute position. The Bull’s scan is process of taking many
Harp scans at many different beam positions. Data from
the Harp scans and from CODA is used to solve equation
1 for the rotation matrix and the offset vector.(
Beamx

Beamy

)
=

(
BPMu

BPMv

)(
C00 C01

C10 C11

)
+

(
Offsetx
Offsety

)
(1)

During a harp scan, the (u/v) BPM positions are mea-
sured by the BPMs in Hall A and the (x/y) beam posi-
tions are measured by the harps. Expanding out equation
1,

Beamx = BPMu ∗ C00 +BPMv ∗ C01 + offsetx (2)

Beamy = BPMu ∗ C10 +BPMv ∗ C11 + offsety

the resultant equations give three unknowns per equa-
tion. In order to solve for these three variables, we need
to complete harp scans at three unique points.

iv. Raster

(Tyler Hague) The Hall A Raster system was cali-
brated using a combination of the BPMs, Carbon Hole
target, and Carbon Single Foil target. The goal of a suc-
cesful calibration is to convert the ADC readout of the
raster current into a beam position. To do this, a central
position of the beam and a conversion factor from ADC
readout to beam position deviation from the center.

In Hall A, we have two sets of raster coils working in
tandem for the 12 GeV era. These rasters are synced to
ensure that they work together, rather than against each
other. With this knowledge, the Hall A Analyzer is set
up so that the signals from a single raster set are used to
determine the beam position. In our case, the analysis
code is set up to use the upstream raster coils.

To determine the conversion from ADC to position for
the horizontal direction in the hall reference frame (re-
ferred to as ’x’ from here), we use the Carbon Single
Foil Target. When the raster is properly calibrated in
the x direction, there should be no correlation between

the beam x position and the reconstructed z position of
events. To do this, the z position of physics events are
sliced in bins of beam x and then fit with a gaussian.
The peak position of the each gaussian is then plotted
versus the corresponding x position and fit with a line.
Doing this method twice with two different preliminary
(incorrect) calibrations allows for the slopes to be inter-
polated to the calibration that would yield no slope (no
correlation).

This same procedure can be used with a momentum
feature (e.g. the Hydrogen Elastic Peak) to calibrate the
vertical direction in the hall reference frame (’y’). How-
ever, in the MARATHON kinematics there is no such
momentum feature available. As an alternative, the car-
bon hole is fitted to determine the calibration with the
knowledge that it is 2mm in diameter. The fit is done
using a sigmoid function to account for smearing that
occurs during reconstruction.

v. BCM

Unser and Beam Current Monitors Calibration

In order to accurately calibrate the BCM’s, first the
unser must be calibrated. The unser is used as an abso-
lute reference to which the BCM’s are calibrated to. The
procedure to calibrate the unser involves sending a con-
stant and known currents through a thin wire inside of
the unser. A series of currents with, over a range between
2.5 - 100 µA,during 90 second intervals, as can be seen
in figure (??). which shows the frequency response of the
unser for the various currents. A linear fit of sent current
vs the unser response, determines an overall gain factor
for the unser. The gain of the unser of calibrated 4 times
during MARATHON before each BCM calibration was
preformed, in order to check the unser’s stability. Fig-
ure(??) shows the unser was stable during the entirety
of the MARATHON run.

TABLE I: Unser Calibration Results

Date 03-05 03-28 4-03 04-06

Unser Gain 2.526e-4 2.524e-4 2.529e-4 2.527e-4

Having calibrated the unser, we can then calibrate the
BCMs in a similar manner to the calibration of the unser
but replacing the current from a wire with current from
the electron beam. For the BCM calibrations during
MARATHON and all Tritium experiments, the range in
current was between 3 - 22.5 µA. Again, the procedure
intervals of 90 seconds (i.e 90 seconds of continuous cur-
rent to the Hall followed by 90 seconds with no beam).
The Calibration procedure requires making cuts in the
frequency response of the unser and BCM receiver and
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integrating the total amount of frequency to determine
the average frequency of the receiver during the given
time interval. An example of the cuts made is shown in
figure 3

The unser frequency during the calibration can be re-
lated to the delivered current using the gain factor deter-
mined from the unser calibration.

Iunser = gain ∗ funser (3)

By then plotting IunservsfreqBCM and fitting with a
linear function, the gain and offset (which are propor-
tional the slope and intercept of the fit respectively) of
each BCM receiver can be determined. The gain

FIG. 3: BCM Calibration : unser

FIG. 4: BCM Calibration : dnew

FIG. 5: Frequency cuts

Table(??) shows the result of the 3 BCM calibrations
for the dnew digital BCM receiver.

TABLE II: BCM Calibration Results

03-05 03-28 4-03

dnew Gain 3.3358e-4 3.3351e-4 3.3372e-4

dnew offset -0.097 0.003 0.132

vi. Optics

(Tong Su) The scattering particle track from focal
plane need to be reconstructed to the target before
bended by the spectrometer magnets to determine the
scattering vertex, scattering angle and momentum. To
do this , a magnet optics matrix need to be well cali-
brated.

CORRDINATE SYSTEM

There are two coordinate system are important for
the reconstructed variable: The Hall Coordinate Sys-
tem(HCS) and the Target Coordinate System(TCS). The
origin of the HCS is at the Hall center. Z axis direction
is alone the beam line and point to the beam dump and
y axis is point horizontally up. Each HRS also has its
own TCS(Fig 6 . The z axis of the TCS is along the
center ray of the spectrometer and the x axis is hori-
zontally pointing down. The original of the TCS is at
a constant distance L in front of the HRS entrance and
this distance is defined with the distance from Hall cen-
ter to the HRS entrance under the ideal situation which
means the all the spectrometer offsets are zero. Accord-
ing to this definition, we can see that under the ideal
case, the origin of the TCS can match the origin of the
HCS. The trajectory of the scattering particle can be re-
ocnstructed to the target described by 4 variables in the
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FIG. 6: The schematic plot of the TCS from RefXXX, in
which D stands for the spectrmoeter offset from the hall center

TCS: the position in the no dispersive plane(ytg), the an-
gles in the dispersive direction(out-of-plan, θtg) and the
non-dispersive direction(in-plane, φtg) and the relative
momentum δ = (p − p0)/p0, where the p is the momen-
tum for the scattering momentum and p0 is the setting
momentum of the HRS.

The relations between the 4 traking variables in the
focal plane and the 4 reconstrcuted variables at TCS can
be described as a set of the following polynomials:

ytg =
∑
jkl Yjklθ

j
fpy

k
fpφ

l
fp

θtg =
∑
jkl Tjklθ

j
fpy

k
fpφ

l
fp

φtg =
∑
jkl Pjklθ

j
fpy

k
fpφ

l
fp

δtg =
∑
jklDjklθ

j
fpy

k
fpφ

l
fp

(4)

where the 4 sets of cofficients are the function of xfp:
Yjkl =

∑m
i=0 C

Y
ijklx

i
fp

Tjkl =
∑m
i=0 C

T
ijklx

i
fp

Pjkl =
∑m
i=0 C

P
ijklx

i
fp

Djkl =
∑m
i=0 C

D
ijklx

i
fp

(5)

The four sets of cofficients C
Y/T/P/D
ijkl describe the optics

properties of the spectrometer magnets and the above
four sets of polynmoinal also called the HRS optics ma-
trix.

OPTICS DATA TAKING AND OPTIMIZED
PROCEDURE

The so-called optics calibration is that to determine
the cofficients described in Eq 5. In order to reach this
goal, some desigined data need to be taking during drur-
ing the experiment. Since the 4 sets of the matrice are
independent mathematically, in principle, we can use dif-
ferent sets of data to calibrate different target variable .
Experimentally, CY , CT and CP use one set of the data
which is expected can cover the spectrometer acceptance
as much as it can and for inclusive experiment, CP can
only choose the kinematics setting with the well known
scattering momentum such as the elastic scattering data.
To label the spatial variables in the TCS, a mutifoil tar-
get (Fig 7 ) and a sieve-slit collimator (Fig 8) are used

FIG. 7: Mutifoil Target for Tritium Experiment: 11 carbon
foil totally which can cover the full 25cm target length

FIG. 8: Engineering schematic plot for sieve-slit collimator
used for Tritium Experiment

for the optics calibration data. For Tritium Experiment,
the mutifoil target is consisted of 11 carbon foil which
are evenlty arranged along the beam direction. The dis-
tance between the two adjacent foils is 2.5cm and the
total length of the mutifoil target is 25cm which is equiv-
alent to the gas target length. The sieve-slit collimater
tritium used is the new desgined one from the GMP ex-
periment which is make of tungsten with 1in thickness.
Electrons will lose enough energy by passing through the
tungsten, so that only electrons go throught the hole can
reach the focal plane. In addition, a complete and percise
survey which including the postion of the spectrometer,
target and sieve-slit also import to label data correctly.
Not only that, a well understanded beam positon from a
calibrated BPMs also to do the optics calibration.

For the three spatial target variable optimization,
firstly, good events need to be selected by apply the
general good electron cut and then for each selected
event, which foil it is scattered from the target(Foil id)
and which hole it passes through the sleve-silt(Holel id)
need to be discriminated. Combining with all the posi-
tions mentioned above, the really target variable yREALtg ,

θREALtg and φREALtg can be calculated by the geometrical
relationships. On the other side, from the initial optics
matrix which usually comes from the pervious experi-
ment the reconstructed target variables: yRCONtg , θRCONtg

and φRCONtg can be obtained. Then the optics matrix
elements can be optimized by minimizing the following
aberration funtion:

∆(O) =
∑
events

(
ORECON −OREAL

)2
(6)

Where O stands the ytg, θtg and φtg
The momentum optimization is similar. After select-

ing out the elastic scattering events, for each event , the
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δRCONtg and δREALtg can be obtained and optics matrix
elements can be optimized by the Eq . But usually to
precisely determined the scattering momentum, several
corrections need to be applied such as a variety of the
energy loss and the elastic peak shift within the spec-
trometer acceptance.

RESULT

For MARATHON experiment, all the production data
was taken at spring,2018 when the HRS magnets tuning
was exactly same with the previous GMP experiment
so that our magnets optics is also same with the GMP
one. We keep using the GMP most updated optics matrix
for both HRS and base on our online check no obvious
abnormity found for that GMP optics matrix

MARATHON also use some data about target density
study (Boiling effect) taken at Fall,2017. This data used
a slliently different tuning than the GMP experiment.
Therefore optics for that part of data is analyzed . Since
only optics data related to the spatial variable was taken
so only ytg, θtg and φtg are optimized and some reault
are shown in the Fig 9, Fig 10 and Fig 11

IV. CORRECTIONS

i. PID

(Tong Su)

THE TRADITIONAL PID EFFICIENCY STUDY
AND MARATHON PID DIFFICULTY

Each arm of the HRS has two particle identification:
Gas Cherenkov and Lead Glass calorimeter. Compare to
the other hadrons, both of these two detectors are much
more sensitive to the electrons and their PID perfor-
mance is independent. In the analysis, we use these two
features by applying a cut on the calibrated Cherenkov
ADC sum signals and calorimeter energy (or E/P) sig-
nals to distinguish the electrons and not only that these
two features can also provide us a way to check the ef-
ficiency of these two PID cuts. The tradition way [? ]
to check the PID cut efficiency is to apply a tight cut on
one of the PID detectors to select a pure electron(pion)
sample and check their performance on the other detec-
tors . The electron(pion) efficiency for the checking cut
can caculated by:

εpid−cut =
N ′

Nsample
(7)

Where the Nsample is number of events in the selecting
sample and the N ′ is the number of the events can pass

(a)before calibration

(b)after calibration

FIG. 9: θtg and φtg calibration for the fall,2017 data

the checking cut in the selecting sample.

For MARATHON experiment, we notice that except
the traditional background signals which are inseneitive
for both PID detectors(X2), there is another kind particle
(X1) can introduce a large signal in the gas Cherenkov
detector which behaves very similar to electron in the
Cherenkov but can barely fire the calorimeter which is
clearly different than what we expected electron perfor-
mance in it(Shown in the Fig 12). The possible expla-
nations for these suspicious signals including 1) for 11
GeV scattering, the high energy neutral particles hitting
the back of the HRS dipole and getting into the accep-
tance and 2) the muon from π0 decay can have chance
to get into the acceptance and have chance to introduce
big signal in the Cherenkov. To identify what exactly
these signals are still need some work but because of the
existence of these signals, there will be a challenge to use
the traditional way to check the PID cut efficiency since
the as shown in the Table III, almost no clean sample
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(a)before calibration

(b)after calibration

FIG. 10: ytg calibration for the fall,2017 data

FIG. 11: ytg reconstruction before and after optimize the op-
tice matrix, as we can see , the upstream endcap resolution
become better
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FIG. 12: The 2 PID detector performance for 3H at two dif-
fernet kinematics setting. General acceptance cut, T2 trig-
ger cut, single track cut and a postive beta cut applied.
The two magenta lines indicate the two cut postions for the
Cherenkov(horizontal,2000) and E/P(vertical 0.7). As we can
see, different kinematics the ratio of X1 and X2 are different

can be selected out.
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TABLE III: Possibility to cut a pure sample from individual
PID detectors

Experimental Settings Cherenkov Calorimeter

electron ×
√

X1 × difficult

X2 × difficult
1 × means ”No”,

√
means ”Yes”

A COMPROMISED SOLUTION FOR THE PID
EFFICIENCY CHECK

Despite that more than one kind of the signals can
fire gas Cherenkov and three peaks can be introduced in
the calorimeter, if only electrons signals are taken care,
we can treat the two calorimeter insensitive signals as a
whole non-electron signals and define the four efficiency
in the Table IV

TABLE IV: efficiency defination for the 2 PID detectors

P x
a non-electrons efficiency for Cherenkov

P e
a electrons efficiency for Cherenkov

P x
b non-electrons efficiency for Calrimator

P e
b electron efficiency for Calrimator

After treating all the non-electrons signals as a whole, a
clean sample of electron (or non-electron) can be selected
form the calorimeter(Table V and Fig 13)

TABLE V: Possibility to cut a pure sample from individual
PID detectors

Experimental Settings Cherenkov Calorimeter

electron ×
√

non-electron ×
√

1 × means cannot,
√

means can

then according the traditional way to check PID effi-
ciency, the P xa and P ea can be calculable base on the Eq 7.
Since Cherenkov should behave stable for electron so the
P ea should be very close to 1 and its fluctuation should
be very small by different kinematic settings. P xa by con-
trast, is an effective efficiency for two different kinds sig-
nals which can be varied by different kinematic settings
because of the different rations of X1 and X2 . Utilizing
the independence of the two detectors and the following
four functions

FIG. 13: electron and non-electron selecting from the
calorimeter


Ne +Nx = N0

P eaNe + P xaNx = N1

P ebNe + P xb Nx = N2

P eaP
e
bNe + P xa P

x
b Nx = N3

(8)

The P eb ,P xb ,Nx,Ne can be solved. Where the N0 is the
event number with the following general cut

No of Track == 1

−60 mrad < θtg < 60 mrad

−30 mrad < ϕtg < 30 mrad

−0.04 < dp < 0.04

β > 0

T2 trigger only

(9)

N1(N2)is the event number with just additional
Cherenkov (E/P) cut and N3 is the event number with
two pid detector cut. Nx(Ne) is the number of non-
electrons(electrons) totally in our data after the previous
cut.

The following four plots(Fig 14 and Fig 15) shows the
four efficiencies defined previous for the two PID detec-
tors, and as we can see three of them (P eb ,P xb ,P ea ) are
behaved stable for different kinematics and the P xa varies
as what we expected.

Since we only analysis electrons, for a certain PID
cuts, we cares more about the non-electron contamina-
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(a)electron effciency for Cherenkov

(b)non-electron effciency for Cherenkov

FIG. 14: The two PID efficiency for Chenerkov with different
kinematic settings (Blue: He3 and Red: H3)

(a)electron effciency for calorimeter

(b)electron effciency for calorimeter

FIG. 15: The two PID efficiency for calorimeter with different
kinematic settings (Blue: He3 and Red: H3)

tion. Define {
NTRUE
e = P eaP

e
bNe

NFALSE
e = P xa P

x
b Nx

(10)

Where the NFALSE
e is the non-electron can pass our two

FIG. 16: Non-electron contimination for H3(Red) and
He3(Blue) with different kinematic setting

PID cuts and NTRUE
e is the number of electrons can pass

the same cuts, then the non-electron contamination can
be calculated by the following

x

e
=

NFALSE
e

NTRUE
e +NFALSE

e

(11)

Fig 16 shows the non-electron contamination at different
kinematics settings, as we can see, this contamination is
at 10-3 to 10-4 level (even smaller if only cross-section
ratio be focused).

i. Positron Subtraction

(Tong Su) The high energy photons radiated from elec-
trons in the target can decay into electron-positron pairs.
These electrons can also be detected by the spectrome-
ters and we cannot distinguish them from the scattering
electrons just base on their performance in the detec-
tors. To determine the magnitude of this background
and eliminate them from our data, we can use the charge-
symmetric features of this background and just measure
the positrons yields to meet our goals with the following
relations

Y BKe−
Y tote−

=
Y BKe−

Y BKe− + Y DISe−
=

Y BKe+

Y BKe+ + Y DISe−
(12)

Where the Y DISe− is the electron yield from deep inelastic
scattering and Y BKe+ /Y DISe− is the positron(electron) yield
from background

For MARATHON, positron measurements is per-
formed at KIN1, KIN3, KIN5 for H3 , D2,He3 as well
as empty cell and KIN1 ,KIN3 for H1. And Yields for
the positron data is

Y BKe+ =
Ne+

C ∗ LT ∗ ρ
× Correction (13)

Where Ne+ is the number of prositron, LT is dead time
correction ,C is the charge and ρ is the density of the tar-
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FIG. 17: The E/P spectrum for the KIN1 positron data , and
the integration area of the expoential function( yellow shadow
part) is the non-positron cotimatination

get.for positron analysis, the correcrtion include the end-
cap contimanation and non-positron contimation correc-
tion. Enpcap contimanation is similar with the electron
analysis(See SectionXXX). To eliminate the non-positron
background contimation, a combined exponential func-
tion for the background and a gauss peak function for the
postion signal are used to fit the calorimeter E/P spec-
trum, the integration of the background tail beyond the
E/P cut can be tread as the non-positron background(Fig
17).

Combine with electrons with the corresponding kine-
matics settings, we can get the Y BKe+ /Y tote− , then a ex-
ponential function f(x) = Ae−Bx is performed to fit
the Y BKe+ /Y tote− . With this fitting function, charged-
symmetric background be get rid of by

Y DISe− = Y tote− ∗
(

1−
Y BKe+

Y tote−

)
(14)

ii. Endcap Subtraction

(Tong Su)

FIG. 18: Fig note : e+/e- for all the 1H and 3H target .An
exponential fitting function is to performed to the data and
fitting function is extended to the full Bejuken-x range for
MARATHON data.

FIG. 19: Fig note : e+/e- for all the 3He and 2D target .An
exponential fitting function is to performed to the data and
fitting function is extended to the full Bejuken-x range for
MARATHON data.

iii. Livetime

iv. Tritium Decay

Target composition

Tritium decays to helium via the β-decay process
3H → 3He + e− + νe, with a half-life of
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τ1/2 = ln(2)τ = (4500± 8) days

This results in a time-dependent target composition,
with a decreasing (increasing) population of tritium (he-
lium) nuclei. These effects must be quantified and cor-
rected in order to accurately extract the normalized tri-
tium yield from tritium target data.

The target cell was filled with an initial tritium number
density n0T , and initial helium number density n0H . As
tritium decays to helium, these number densities evolve
in time as

nT = n0T e
−t/τ (15)

nH = n0H(1− e−t/τ ), (16)

where t is the number of days since the target was filled.
Since the decay process preserves the total number of
nuclei, the total number density ntot is constant in time:

ntot = nT + nH

= n0T + n0H (17)

With these quantities, the helium fraction can be de-
fined:

fH =
nH

nT + nH
=

nH
ntot

(18)

Given an infinite amount of time, all of the tritium will
decay to helium. Therefore fH → 1 as t→∞.

Normalized yield correction

The normalized yield is defined as:

Y =
N

Qn
, (19)

where N is the number of detected electrons, Q is the
beam charge incident on the target, and n is the target
number density. Assume that N includes all corrections
(deadtime, efficiency, endcap contamination, etc.) not
related to tritium decay. In practice, the yield is ex-
tracted from multiple runs, so the number of detected
electrons and luminosity must be summed over run num-
ber i:

Y =

∑
Ni∑
Qini

, (20)

The required correction must account not only for the
evolution of the target composition (quantified in the pre-
vious section), but also for the fact that some of the de-
tected electrons N will have actually scattered from a
helium nucleus instead of a tritium nucleus. Begin by

expressing the raw, uncorrected normalized yield (which
is measured) as

Yraw =

∑
(Ti +Hi)∑

Qi(nT,i + nH,i)
(21)

where T and H are the number of detected electrons
scattered by tritium and helium, respectively. For time-
dependent quantities (such as nT,i and nH,i, given by
Equations 15 and 16), the subscript indicates the value
of the quantity at the time of run i. The goal is to obtain
the normalized tritium yield YT in terms of Yraw and
correction factors, where

YT =

∑
Ti∑

QinT,i
. (22)

Due to the helium contamination, the correction factor
will depend on the normalized helium yield

YH =

∑
Hi∑

QinH,i
. (23)

From equation (21), only a few steps of algebra are
required to obtain YT . Recall that the total number den-
sity ntot = nT + nH is constant in time, and note that
the tritium fraction nT,i/n = 1 − fH,i, where fH is the
helium fraction defined by Equation 18.

Yraw =

∑
(Ti +Hi)∑

Qi(nT,i + nH,i)

=

∑
Ti

ntot
∑
Qi

+

∑
Hi

ntot
∑
Qi

=

( ∑
i Ti∑

iQinT,i

)(∑
iQinT,i

ntot
∑
iQi

)
+

( ∑
iHi∑

iQinH,i

)(∑
iQinH,i

ntot
∑
iQi

)

= YT

(∑
Qi(1− fH,i)∑

Qi

)
+ YH

(∑
QifH,i∑
Qi

)
To simplify notation, define the charge-averaged he-

lium fraction:

〈fH〉 ≡
∑
QifH,i∑
Qi

(24)

Thus,

Yraw = YT (1− 〈fH〉) + YH〈fH〉, (25)

and finally,

YT = Yraw

(
1

1− 〈fH〉

)
− YH

(
〈fH〉

1− 〈fH〉

)
(26)
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Uncertainty propagation

Pending

v. Boiling

(Tong, Mike)
When the beam pass though the target material, the

incident electrons can deposit energy in form of heat in
the target. This energy deposit can introduce the target
boiling along the path of the beam and can also effect the
local density of the target. Since the target boiling effect
depends on the thermal property of the target itself and
the beam current, a current scan for all the gas targets
is a good way to study the densities fluctuation. For
MARATHON target cells, three sets of the boiling data
were taken. The first set of data is taken at the Dec,
2017 with all four gas targets and also the dummy target
and carbon foil as a reference with 5 different currents
various form 5uA to 22.5uA. The second set of data was
taken at the March of the 2018 with also all 4 gas target
but only with 3 different currents. The third set of data
was taken at the May 2018, which only cover the tritium
and helium target with also 5 different currents.

TABLE VI: Available Boiling Data for the MARATHON Ex-
periment

Time Target Current

Dec,2017

Tritium 2.5µA/5 µA/10µA/15µA/22.5µA

Helium-3 2.5µA/5 µA/10µA/15µA/22.5µA

Deuterium 2.5µA/5 µA/10µA/15µA/22.5µA

Hydrogen 2.5µA/5 µA/10µA/15µA/22.5µA

March,2018

Tritium 11µA/15 µA/22.5µA

Helium-3 11µA/15 µA/22.5µA

Deuterium 11µA/15 µA/22.5µA

Hydrogen 11µA/15 µA/22.5µA

March,2017
Tritium 2.5µA/5 µA/10µA/15µA/22.5µA

Helium-3 2.5µA/5 µA/10µA/15µA/22.5µA

Since the boiling effect is most significant system-
atic correction for MARATHON data, two independent
methods were approach to analyze the boiling effect and
both these analysis get the pretty similar result.

The first method is base on to calculate the charge
normalized yield with different currents

Y iled =
Ne

C ∗ LT ∗ eff
(27)

Where the C is the charge,LT is the live time and eff is
the detector efficiency. Since this yield will depends on
the target density, so the variation of this yield can reflect
the change of the target density with current. Therefore

if we normalized this yiled to I=0 ,we can get the how
target density can change with different current. The
second method is based on the assumption which also
approved by our data that compare the boiling effect of
the gas target, the boiling effect of the solid target is
ignorable. For each individual target, if we choose the
upstream endcap as a reference, we have

dY =
Ygas

YEndCap
=

Ngas
NEndCap

(28)

where the Ngas(NEndCap) and Ygas(YEndCap) stand for
the number of scattering electrons and the yield from
the gas(upstream EndCap). Since the YEndCap is not
changed with current , so if we normalize this ratio to
I=0, it can represent how the target density change with
different beam current. The advantage for this method
is that we do not need to consider the dead time and
detector efficiency and beam charge since both of the Ygas
ahd YEndCap comes form the same run ,so all these factors
can be canceled from the ratio The analysisresult of the
target boiling effect is shown in the Fig 20. A quadric
fitting function is applied to the combined results for all
sets of data and individual target and with this fitting,
the target density for different current can be expressed
as

∆ρ

ρ
= p0 + p1I + p2I

2 (29)

Where ρ is the target density and I is the beam on current

(a)Boiling Effect for 3H

(b)Boiling Effect the 3He

FIG. 20: the gas target density corrector due to the boiling
can be representing equivalently by two ways: Normalized
Yield (May Data) or the Normalized Yield ratio(Dec data).
The correctors form both methods are shown in the plot and
the results agree with each other. For both method, end-
cap contamination has been taken into consideration and only
statistic error is included in the plot

vi. Radiative Corrections

(Hanjie Liu)
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V. BINNING AND COMBINING

Bin width Choice

Bin Centering

Combining Kinematic Overlap


